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Name:  Date: 

Department:   

Contact Information: 

 Complete Items 1–8 to the best of your ability (see Instructions form for reference).
 If an item listed is not relevant to your specific presentation to College Affairs, please mark

it N/A.
 E-mail the completed checklist to the College Affairs committee support specialist by the

specified deadline.

 1. PRESENTATION/PROPOSAL ABSTRACT (150–250 words)

 2. TYPE OF PRESENTATION/PROPOSAL

 Information Item (requires approval of CA Chair) 

 Action Item 

 Information and committee feedback 

 Procedure—revision (Attach current procedure with proposed changes highlighted using 
track changes.) 

 Procedure—new (Attach proposed procedure separately.) 

 Identify suggested location in General Procedures Manual: 

College Affairs Committee 

Presentation/Proposal Form 
[Add Title Here] 
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 Policy—revision (Attach current policy with proposed changes illustrated with track 
changes) 

 Policy—new (Attach proposed policy separately.) 

 Identify suggested location in General Policy Manual: 

 Other: 

3. BUDGET IMPACT

4.  INSTRUCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS/IMPACTS

 5. OPERATIONAL IMPACT
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6.  STUDENT IMPACT

7.  ANTICIPATED IMPLEMENTATION TIMELINE

8. MOTION TO BE RECOMMENDED



CURRENT LANGUAGE 12/01/2020 

G-4-1 LACTATION POLICY 
An employee who intends to express milk for her child is required to submit a written 
request to Human Resources and to provide reasonable notice of her intent to her 
supervisor or manager. 

An employee who submits a request shall be accommodated with a 30-minute rest 
break to express milk during each four-hour period of the scheduled workday, or major 
portion thereof. The breaks will be taken in approximately the middle of each four-hour 
work period and, if possible, will be scheduled concurrently with the employee's regular 
paid rest and meal breaks. 

Any portion of the rest break that extends beyond the employee's regular paid rest or 
meal break will be unpaid. (For example, if the employee takes a 30-minute rest break 
to express milk concurrent with her 15 minute paid rest break, 15 minutes will be paid 
and the remaining 15 minutes will be unpaid.) However, an employee taking unpaid rest 
breaks to express milk may make up the time either before or after her regular shift with 
her supervisor or manager's approval. 

Unpaid rest breaks will count as paid work time for purposes of health insurance 
eligibility. 

The college will make a reasonable effort to provide a suitable location (other than a 
public restroom or toilet stall) for employees to use to express milk in private and that is 
within walking distance from the employee's work area. If possible, the room will contain 
a chair and table or stand, and access to a nearby electrical outlet and washing 
facilities. Areas will be determined on an as-needed basis in response to a submitted 
request. 

Employees at work sites that do not have a designated lactation area should contact 
Human Resources to arrange a suitable location. A suitable location may include, but is 
not limited to any of the following if the area allows the employee privacy in which to 
express milk: 

The employee's work are, or a lounge or other room connected to a public restroom. 

In the event that the designated lactation area is not within close walking distance of an 
employee's work area, the employee should contact Human Resources to discuss 
allowing a reasonable amount of time for the employee to walk to and from the lactation 
area. The agreed upon amount of time will not be included as part of the lactation break 
period. 



An employee covered under this policy may store her expressed milk in a refrigerator 
made available to employees. If a refrigerator is not available, the employee should 
contact her supervisor to arrange another alternative, such as a cooler or insulated food 
container. 

An employee storing milk in a refrigerator or storage container provided by COCC, or 
provided for use by other employees, will ensure that the milk is in a container clearly 
labeled with the employee's name and the date. 

 



PROPOSAL 

G-4-1 LACTATION POLICY 
Federal and Oregon Law require employers to support breastfeeding employees by 
providing reasonable break times and space to express or pump milk at work each time 
the employee has a need to do so. These laws apply to and protect hourly, salaried, 
and part-time workers until the breast-feeding child of the employee is 18 months old. 
Unpaid rest breaks will count as paid work time for purposes of both wages and health 
insurance eligibility. It is illegal to discriminate against workers because of pregnancy, 
childbirth or related conditions. 

In support of our employees, and in compliance with Federal and State laws, Central 
Oregon Community College (COCC) will provide reasonable break times and a suitable 
location for employees to express or pump milk. The location will be private and within 
walking distance from the employee's work area and cannot be a toilet stall or restroom. 
The space will be functional to meet the need and contain a chair and table, and access 
to a nearby electrical outlet and washing facilities. It will be clean and free from 
interruptions and the public.  

Employees at COCC work sites that do not have a designated lactation area are invited 
to contact Human Resources to arrange a suitable location. 

In the event that no suitable area is within close walking distance of an employee's work 
area, the employee should contact Human Resources to discuss allowing a reasonable 
amount of time for the employee to walk to and from an identified lactation area. The 
time will not be included as part of the lactation break period. 

When possible, an employee shall provide reasonable notice to the College regarding 
the employee’s intent to express milk. Failure to provide notice is not grounds for 
discipline. An employee covered under this policy may store expressed milk in a 
refrigerator made available to employees. If a refrigerator is not available, the employee 
may contact her supervisor to arrange another alternative, such as a cooler.  
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	CollegePresentation/Proposal: Lactation Policy Update
	Name: Carol Higginbotham
	Date: 12/1/2020
	Department: Science
	Contact Information: chigginbotham@cocc.edu Zoom or phone 541 383 7552
	Information Item requires approval of CA Chair: Off
	Action Item: Off
	Information and committee feedback: Off
	Procedurerevision Attach current procedure with proposed changes highlighted using: Off
	Procedurenew Attach proposed procedure separately: Off
	Identify suggested location in General Procedures Manual: Off
	Abstract: The COCC Lactation policy as described in the GPM, G-4-1 is outdated and out of compliance with current law. This proposal describes new language for an updated policy. I have consulted with HR on the new language to ensure it aligns with Oregon BOLI requirements. The proposed language is quite different than the current version, though in practice there may be little that needs to change. However this language does remove some of the "permission granting" suggestions from the Policy, which could affect how employees interact with their supervisors with respect to expressing and storing expressed milk.  
	Policyrevision Attach current policy with proposed changes illustrated with track: On
	Policynew Attach proposed policy separately: Off
	Other: Off
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	Other Item: 
	Budget Impact: No budget impact would be expected from changing the language of this policy. There could be budgetary impacts if such a change spurs the College to reconsider some of its current lactation spaces, which may be out of compliance with current law. 
	Instructional Requirements/Impacts: None.
	Operational Impact: Supervisors would no longer be expected to negotiate with employees needing to express milk about each break they need to take. It is possible that changing the policy will spur the College to reconsider the layout of current locations for expressing milk. This could produce some impact on employees in charge of making such changes. However these changes would be made in order to align with the law, and not be a result of the policy change per se.
	Student Impact: None expected.
	Implementation Timeline: 
	Motion: "...move to accept proposed language to replace current language for GPM G-4-1, Lactation Policy."


